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the unfashionable viewpoint of recursively enumerable relations. To this end the 
book has been carefully executed with all details explained. Knowing my colleagues, 
I feel certain that it will not, unfortunately, find a sympathetic audience either in 
the Logic Programming camp because of its emphasis on computability or in the 
theory of computation camp because of its bias to logic programming. Those who 
were expecting a more careful treatment of the semantics of logic programming 
than is provided by Lloyd will have to wait for the reportedly forthcoming book by 
Lassez and Maher. 
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The Design and Evaluation of a High-Performance Smalltalk System. By David 
Michael Ungar. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1987, Price E26.95. 
Another book in the ACM distinguished dissertation series from MIT Press, 
Ungar’s thesis describes the implementation of Smalltalk on a derivative of the 
RISC-2 processor at the University of California, Berkeley. The Smalltalk on a 
RISC (SOAR) project encompassed both software and hardware techniques for 
increasing the efficiency of Smalltalk execution to a level suitable for implementation 
on inexpensive processors. Smalltalk suffers the overheads of dynamic binding, 
run-time type checking, garbage collection and heap-allocated stacks. In addition 
to the interpretive overheads, this makes naive Smalltalk implementations painfully 
slow. By compiling Smalltalk and providing the suitable architectural features, a 
SOAR processor with modest cycle time (400 ns) implements many macro-bench- 
marks faster than the definitive Dorado implementation (70 ns micro-cycle time). 
Most of the performance gains were achieved by software techniques suitable for 
implementation on any machine. Although compilation is the most important 
element, it is only briefly discussed in the book and little information is given about 
the compiler. However, effective techniques such as in-line caching of call targets 
and direct addressing are investigated. The main thrust of software techniques was 
aimed at improving garbage collection which typically accounts for lo%-15% of 
execution time. The generation scavenging garbage collector is described in detail 
(pidgin C source included) and statistics gathered to illustrate the effectiveness of 
the scheme and highlight areas for improvement. Generation scavenging maintains 
two areas of objects-a “newspace” which is garbage collected frequently (every 
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2.3 s) and “oldspace” which is rarely garbage collected (off-line when required). 
Generation scavenging differs from incremental generation based garbage collectors 
in that computation is halted while the whole of newspace is scavenged. If newspace 
is kept sufficiently small by promoting stable objects to old space, the time for this 
scavenge can be kept imperceptibly small. It is argued that with an average scavenge 
time of 19 ms and with garbage collection accounting for only -2% of execution 
time, complex incremental garbase collectors are unnecessary. 
After a br.i;f introduction ti? +i”~Ious work, Ungar dives into detailed description 
of specific t’cdrures of the SO,AR architecture and provides interesting statistics on 
the performance and memory usage implications of each feature. Register windows, 
tags, traps and instruction formats are among several issues addressed. For example, 
without the ability to disable tag mismatch traps on a per-instruction basis, SOAR 
would be 16% slower and require 19% more memory. Having analysed all the 
features, he performs a remarkably brave act and orders features according to beneftt. 
Features which result in less than 10% loss in performance if omitted are dubbed 
“questionable” whilst features with performance gains of less than 1% are clear 
“losers”. Interestingly, the winning features of the processor architecture were 
register windows, byte insertion/extraction, tagged integers and direct addressing. 
Vectored traps were questionable and shadow registers for fast traps obvious losers. 
This pragmatic, definite and rational approach to machine architecture is what 
distinguishes Ungar’s work from the mass of architecture publications. Many archi- 
tectural features one would intuitively expect to cause significant increases in 
performance do not stand up to even the simplest analysis. Most importantly, for 
anyone interested in the implementation of symbolic processing languages, Ungar’s 
book is an interesting and clearly written account of how to avoid the “architect’s 
trap”. 
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Semantics of Digital Circuits. By Carlos Delgado Kloos. Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science 285, Springer, Berlin, 1987, 119 pages, Price DM 27.00, ISBN 
3 540 18540 2. 
Following the influential work by Carver Mead and his colleagues on structured 
VLSI design, in recent years there has been an upsurge of interest in the formal 
description of hardware, and, in particular, of VLSI components. Typically, this 
interest has somewhat different concerns from the corresponding interest in software 
description, perhaps because there are already hardware CAD systems with timing 
verifiers and simulators. Thus, in hardware description more attention is paid to 
control structuring, and less attention is paid to data structuring, than in software 
description. In hardware description more importance is attached to distinguishing 
between different levels of abstraction, as there has always been a need to abstract 
